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Volpe & Associates Opens Virtual Office
In a continued effort to excel in customer service, Volpe & Associates, a printing and
promotional packaging company, announces the opening of its virtual store located at
www.VolpePackaging.com. With this technology in place, Volpe & Associates expands its
ability to provide easy, on-demand accessibility for customers across the U.S. and Canada.
Customers not only have access to an expansive range of products and services, they can have
fully customized orders fulfilled without leaving their office.

Once entering the virtual store, clients can browse a template library providing an extensive
selection of items available for custom print. Custom package design is also available for those
clients looking for a specialized product or prototype. A selection of off-the-shelf products has
been added to accommodate clients who need orders fulfilled in as little as a day.

This virtual store is designed to enhance Volpe & Associates’ trademark customer service and
attention to detail. Steve Volpe, owner and CEO, expresses his enthusiasm for the site’s
improved abilities to service customers. “This is a company built on providing customer
satisfaction. Customer satisfaction is everything. Now, with the capabilities of our website
combined with our knowledge base I can confidently tell clients they will get exactly what they
want, when they want it.”

Geography is no longer a constraint. “We can ship anytime, anywhere in the U.S. and Canada.
New York City becomes accessible within the day,” says Volpe. Other clients include: The
Toronto Dance Theater of Canada and cd mailers for a mail campaign; Medical Insight of
Orange County, CA, and presentation folders; CQE of Columbia, SC, and binders; and a New
Jersey television station and hard-to-find video box mailers. When a Clairemont, NH, company
called for a leather-bound binder, Volpe & Associates provided everything from the leather

samples to facilitating the construction of a prototype for approval before submitting the final
order.

Volpe & Associates has over twenty years experience in commercial printing and package
development. Learning how to spot trends and stay on the cutting edge of their field has allowed
them to grow into a wide range of markets. Their expertise in the field is derived from their
willingness to customize each project for their client. Portfolios, clipboards, binders, briefcases,
cd/diskette/audio/video holders and menus covers are just a sample of the media they have
created to meet clients’ specifications. Volpe & Associates places tremendous value on client
relationships and helps each client fulfill their vision. Whether it’s providing step-by-step
guidance through an entire project, supplying a client with everything they need to develop a
prototype product, or accommodating a short-run print, Volpe & Associates delivers.
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